What a spring. What a summer. This season of ministry is different in every way and yet we see the hand of God at both Covenant Harbor and Covenant Point Bible camps. Thanks to our many friends who are standing with us, we are encouraged and helped. This special issue of the Harbor Point Ministries Camping News recognizes these friends with sincere, heartfelt gratitude.

It was, and is, a rocky journey. Both camps experienced cancellation of all spring guest and rental groups and of summer overnight programs.

Revenue plummeted. Both are offering reimagined fall programs and guest group rentals. We continue to innovate for safety. And summer looked different at each camp.

At Covenant Harbor, Family Getaways and Day Kids and Youth Programs drew about 815 children and 70 families. Those numbers are far below our typical summer numbers of just under 3,000 summer youth campers, but they represent children and adults who so needed an experience away from home. And praise be to God, there was not a single case of the coronavirus during six weeks of ministry!

At Covenant Point, staff hosted a few families in facilities with kitchens and invested in projects – a new sauna on the Island, painting the docks, renovation of the lower level of Tamarack lodge, building upgrades and repairs, preparation for the next accreditation visit, and more.

Thank you for being part of this hard season. Your friendship, encouragement and financial support mean so much. We are grateful for you!

A season like no other

This summer, Covenant Harbor was a life-giving place for our family, especially for our oldest son. Coronavirus isolation was very hard on him, but after a few days of camp he was back to the fun-loving, open 12-year-old God created him to be.”

A GRATEFUL DAD

Meals outside helped make camp safe in summer 2020.
For the first time in 94 years, there were no programs at Covenant Point this summer. This loss prompted sadness and lament, but also new pathways and peace amid uncertainty. Friends and donors responded with amazing encouragement and generosity. Many parents converted part or all of their campers’ fees into contributions, donors stepped up with a significant matching gift and we raised $256,046 to help sustain ministry.

Covenant Point hosted a few families on site and invested in projects that included repainting the docks a beautiful red, completing an extensive makeover of staff housing in lower Tamarack lodge and, with the help of volunteers Stuart Brown and Lionel Martinez, building a new sauna on the Island. Additionally, we sold T-shirts and sweatshirts that say, “I'd rather be at camp” to help campers connect to the place and experiences they were missing.

As we look to fall and winter, we have expanded our Silent Directed Retreat to two weekends and are inviting families to come for three Family Getaway weekends. Families and individuals are also invited to inquire about rental options. We hope our annual Christmas Camp and winter youth retreats will proceed – and as we plan and pray, we remain flexible.

Thank you for your ongoing care and support. Please see the back cover for details on fall and winter programs and information on how to give to financially support our mission. Thank you.
Comings and Goings

The coronavirus pandemic has had a significant impact on Covenant Harbor’s staff. The number of year-round staff has been reduced by 80 percent. Of the 18 remaining staff members, six have reduced hours. All have reduced pay and benefits. Please pray for staff who are furloughed and for those who remain.

A delayed welcome
Beth Piccard joined Covenant Harbor’s team in October 2019 as program director. Beth served on summer staff at both Covenant Harbor and Covenant Point and most recently as associate director at Portage Lake Bible Camp. Beth, her husband, Eric, and their two children are a wonderful, welcome addition to Covenant Harbor’s staff.

Meet our new director
Eric Anderson began his new role as executive director on Aug. 2. Eric had served as interim executive director since June 1 and associate director prior to that. He credits his own youth camp experiences with forming his faith and his call to camp ministry. Covenant Harbor has been an important influence in the lives of Eric, his wife, Cherith, and their three children during the 17 years Eric has served on staff.

What’s happening at Covenant Harbor?
From winter to spring to summer, everything changed

Who could have imagined how life would turn in spring 2020? Covenant Harbor was off to a strong start. Within the first nine weeks of the year, more than 1,000 students and youth leaders enjoyed five high-impact Winter Camp retreats, registrations for summer youth camp were on pace to eclipse 2019 at more than 2,800 campers, and we had completed our $1.8 million capital fundraising goal for the Kishwauketoe Village Transformation project. Our financial position was strong and the operation was without debt. By mid-March, however, as the COVID-19 pandemic rapidly unfolded, everything changed.

A safe summer
From the start, we set as our top priority the health and safety of campers, guests and staff, as well as doing our part to slow the spread of the virus. In mid-March the Harbor Point Ministries Board of Directors decided to close camp to guests and look to public health officials for direction for future decisions. That pattern provided the framework for subsequent decisions to cancel traditional overnight youth programs and Summer Sunday Worship services, allow us to reopen with reimagined summer programs, delay that reopening until early July and change virtually every aspect of operations and programs to achieve high levels of safety and acceptable levels of risk.

Fall and beyond
Although we are grateful to be active in ministry and mission, we are living daily changes. Changes for the fall are coming into focus as more than 100 school, church and other guest rental groups have cancelled their bookings. With longer-term ministry impact from the virus still unknown, we anticipate additional cancellations into 2021.

Unfortunately, we have been forced to implement significant staff reductions, reductions in pay, hours and benefits, renegotiated contracts with vendors, closed buildings and halted capital projects. Even after these aggressive budget cuts and tapping operational reserves and unrestricted funds, projections show operational losses of $800,000 through Nov. 30, 2021.

We share this challenging story with you, our friends, because we want you to know our situation. We covet your prayers and financial support. Our aim is sustained, long-term ministry. Please see the back cover for ways to make a gift. Thank you.

Campers experienced many changes this summer, but fun remained!

This summer, we served about one-third our typical number of youth campers – and by God’s grace, we made it through six weeks of camp with no known cases of coronavirus transmission. Thanks to camper parents who converted fees to contributions, the support of friends and a Paycheck Protection Program loan, we were able to retain staff to sustain operations.
Families experience a brand new Kishwauketoe Village
Versatile site and cabins provide comfort, rest, ease

The transformed Kishwauketoe Village at Covenant Harbor was designed for young campers, but during its inaugural summer was inhabited by delighted families who found a comfortable home away from home after a season of seclusion.

With six new cabins nestled into a fresh landscape, an adventure play area, campfire circle and made-over entrance, the Kish Village provided excellent accommodations for participants in Covenant Harbor’s reimagined Family Getaway program. These families were the first to experience the amenities of the new cabins – covered porches with picnic tables, night lights and electrical outlets by each bunk, air conditioning, a loft gathering area and spacious bathrooms.

The $1.8 million project, which launched in fall 2018, is funded and construction is almost complete. Due to coronavirus, all non-essential capital projects are on hold, so improvements to the tree house and Knoll, a new pavilion and parking lot will be completed in the future.

The amazing new Kish is a tribute to the hundreds of generous friends who joined together to fund the project. We are honored to note their names here and are so grateful for their investment in the lives of children, adults and families. Thank you!

**A - E**

Anonymous Friends
Chuck and Nancy Adair
Craig and Dotty† Anderson
David and Colleen Anderson
Dick Anderson†
Eric and Cherith Anderson
Harold E. and Elsie D. Anderson
Estate
Jeffrey and Leah Anderson

John and Sheila Anderson
Joshua Anderson
Judy Anderson
Kurt and Denee Anderson
Lars and Kyra Anderson
Larry and Diann Anderson
Linda and John Anderson
Pat Anderson
Ralph and Elizabeth Anderson
Foundation

Tom and Barb Anderson
Virgil and Jane Applequist
Brad and Sarah Augustson
Mark and Gayle Bailin
Jason and Julie Barber
Mary Barwig
Bruce and Joan Bickner
Alan and Janice Bjorkman
Glenn and Dolores Bjorkman
Mary Ellen Bjorkman

The Bjorkman Foundation
Steve and Sue Bob
Joe and Robin Bothe
Nancy Bowron
Kristine Brandel and Don Tanis
Clifton C. Capp
Don and Mimmy Carlson
Kent and Jean Carlson
LeRoy and Colleen Carlson
Marjorie Carlson
Susan Carr
Marion Christensen
Mark and Shalondon Christensen
Country Evangelical Covenant Church, Elgin, IL
Covenant Ministries of Benevolence
Jim and Jeanne Cusack
Brad Dahlstrom
Marshall and Judy Dahlstrom
Russ Dahlstrom
Vernetta Dahlstrom
Joy Davidson
David and Susan Dawson
Dave and Kathy DeVries
Patti Di Bernardo
Eric and Mary Dornfield
Mike and Mary Doucette
Brian and Chris Dugan
David and Janice Dwight
Edward Eckstrom
Sandy Edstrom
Tom and Cheryl Ek
Dan and Joan Erickson
Grant and Bev Erickson
Janice Erickson
Ray and Carol Erickson

K - O
John Kaminiski
Bob and Joyce Karlson, Sr.
Natalie Kingry
The Kirch Foundation
The Kisluk Family
Karl and Lynn Klockars
Bob and Jane Klockars
Kurt and Mary Beth Kovacic
Gary and Linda Kozak
Matthew and Hannah Lash
William and Roxanna Lauderdale
Jamie Leslie
Melissa Lettiere-Panush
Wes and Deb Lindahl
Jim and Ann Lund
Janet Lundberg
Paul and Karin Lundstedt
Nancy Lyon
John and Kim MacIntyre
Megan and Colin Marty
Matt and Barbara Mateer
Peter Matsukis
Steve and Anne McClary
Jennifer Meyer
Daniel and Hannah Meyers
Steve and Mary Jo Meyers
Darrell and Lynn Middleton
Miriam Circle, Trinity Evangelical Covenant Church, Oak Lawn, IL
William and Robin Moore
Doris Mosser
Dave and Dawn Mueller
Bruce and Julie Munson
John Murray and Joan Bjorkman-Murray
John and Suzy Nelson
Stuart Nelson
Wes and Sue Nelson
William and Rhonda Nelson
Heidi Nevoso
Terri Njaa
Doug and June Norman
Nancy Norman
Northwest Covenant Church, Mt. Prospect, IL
Jeffrey and Susie Olsen
Bob and Betty Olson
David and Deborah Orr
David and Joyce Oseland
Mary Ellen Ostrom

P - T
Clayton and Karin Paral
Samuel and Wyllis Paravonian
Mary Ann Parker
Jim and Christine Pascola
Kristin and Dan Pecora
Harry and Grace Persson
David and Diane Petersen
Paul and Sharon Peterson
Dick and Paula Rasanen
Rebecca Repp
William and Susan Rose
Scott and Laurie Rosengren
Benjamin Sabal
Brian Sabal
Christine Sabal
Megan Sabal
John and Lauren Schifferdecker
Kendall and Cassandra Schramm
Sid and Shirley Scott
The Shaw Family
John and Janice Sheldon
Sarah Snow
Steve and Kathy Soneson
Michael and Elizabeth Stanley
Erik and Courtnay Strom
Bernice Styberg
The Roy and Lois Sundquist Family
The Beverly and Armour Swanson Family
Bethany Swanson
Craig and Laura Swanson
Gene Swanson
Greta Swanson
Jack and Zondra Swanson
Kelli Swanson
Shannon Swanson
Keith and Amy Swenson
Bob and Judy Tenglin
Dan and Candie Tepke
Edgar and Jocelyn Torres

†We acknowledge these friends who are now at home with the Lord.

It was a huge plus to stay in a beautiful new Kish cabin this summer. It also had WiFi!**

FAMILY GETAWAY MOM
Honor and Memorial Gifts

Harbor Point Ministries honors and celebrates the lives of our friends and supporters, and thanks the following donors for their contributions. Gifts recognized here have been received by Covenant Harbor Bible Camp, Covenant Point Bible Camp and Harbor Point Ministries between Aug. 16, 2019 and Aug. 15, 2020.

IN HONOR OF

Herb and Elaine Clauson
Merry Christmas!
Dale and Jeannie Holte

Kate Dunick
Dane and Britta Johnson

Maria, Claire, Wesley & Silas Dragstrem
For Kish in honor of our grandchildren
David and Dawn Mueller

Peter Minix
In honor of Peter's graduation
Brian and Marcy Minix

Henry Moore
William and Robin Moore

Marge Ramgren
Merry Christmas
Dale and Jeannie Holte

Tom and Jane Rivi
Mary Rivi

John and Debby Snow
Happy Anniversary
Sarah Snow

Jack and Mary Surridge
LeRoy and Marge Johnson

IN MEMORY OF

Peter and Barbara Agnello
Michael and Mary Doucette

Clifford Anderson
Charles and Elsa Wiberg

Tim Anderson
Jeff and Susie Olsen

William C. Bigelow
Nancy Finch
Kathleen Thomas

Bud Bjorndahl
Russ Dahlstrom

Bendt Bladel
Wesley and Corinne Anderson
Bryce and Carol Baker
Luther and Helen Berntson
Randy and Julie Bladel
Richard and Joan Erickson
Jane Frasier
Jeff and Heidi Gustafson
Gordon and Kris Mesedahl
Jim and Jan Pearson
Judy Solie
Linda Solie
Eric and Bonnie Sparrman
Wayne and Barbara Stuetzer
Laraine Thulin
Michael and Jean Tokar
Clarke and Iris Tungseth
Jim and Andrea Turnquist
James and Connie Volling

Zerda Boland
Susan and Dave Dawson
Martha and Phil Hodgkinson
Kay and Bob Murray

Janet Boring
Pat and Karen Farmer
Paul and Sharon Peterson

Dorith Brown
Paul Ziegler

Mark Dahlberg
Darlene Walles

Carolyn Dahlstrom
Karen Belt
Emile and Bill Booten
Brad Dahlstrom
Warren and Dorothy Dahlstrom
Ted and Marcia Ecker
Jim and Debra Essig
Kirk and Diane Johnson
Marjorie Johnson
Northwest Covenant Church

Irene Davidson
Joy Davidson

Art Edstrom
Sandy Edstrom

Carl (Cully) Edstrom
Kurt and Mary Beth Kovacic

Bertil and Gloria Erickson
Lois Olson

Chuck Frasier
Jane Frasier
Joel Frasier
Nathan and Lindsey Frasier
Steve Nordwall

Rev. Jim Gaderlund
Jeff and Susie Olsen

Donald Hacker
Sharon Bullis

John Hjelm
Larry and Sharon Anderson
Bill and Chris Anderson
Steve and Susan Barg
Bruce and Wendy Benkley
Richard and Stacy Binder
Randy and Julie Bladel
Brittany Bott-Rife
Lucille Brundine
Phil and Pearl Carlson
Paul, Lisa, Sven and Lina Cousins
Brad and Julie Dalgren
Joe, Andra, Kajsa, Olivia and Leija Dalton
Dylan and Madeline Dennocenzo
Dennis and Carol Dieball
Howard and Linda Duncan
David and Jan Dwight
Monica Feld
Jane Frasier
John and Beth Fredrickson
Reene Greene
Ruth Hallblade
Jill Heath
Michelle Heath
Scott and Elicia Henderson
Dieter and Karin Hildebrandt
Keith and Kathy Holmertz
Beth Hjelm
Marilyn Hjelm
Fred and Patricia Johnson
LeRoy and Marge Johnson
Larry Knipp
Claudia Kohlbrenner
Jinny Larson
Ruth Larson
John L’Heureux
John and Kari Lindahl
Mark and Carolyn Lindahl
Wes and Deb Lindahl
Ed and Sylvia Lindwall
Karen Luebbers
Mike and Robin Magnusson
Tim and Karin Manning
Todd and Jennifer Miller
Kerry and Brenda Monson
Michael and Darlene Murphy
Neale and Marilyn Murray
Jeff Nelson and Susan Anderson-Nelson
Wayne and Janet Nelson
Carolyn Okmin
Pam Orals
Pete and Lynn Pearson
Ron and Debbie Peterson
John and Betsy Quinn
Dick Rasanen and Paula Swanson Rasanen
Jeff and Patti Sabotta
Mark Saffstrom
Steve and Suzie Sands
Wayne and Teri Sherwood
Claude and Gretchen Siders
Brad and Michelle Simonson
John Solis
Frank and Betsy Stegbauer
Erik and Courtney Strom
Bob and Judy Tenglin
Kirk and Deb Townander
Jan Travetto

Krist and Laura Werling
Owen and Linda Youngman

Bethany Hnatuk
Dave and Karen Hinze

Leland Jackson
Wes and Deb Lindahl

Lois Jaderholm
Joan Larsen
Debra Raimondi

Russ Jaderholm
Doug and Elizabeth Bronkema
Robert and Marian Elliot
Robert and Phyllis Erickson
John and Carol Jaderholm
Tom and Ardyss Leafstrand
Tim and Karin Manning
Darren and Wendy Miller
Debra Raimondi

Russ and LuJean Jaderholm
Linda Broekstra

Randall (Randy) H. Johnson
Judy Johnson
Mark, Jodi and Sofia Johnson
Marjorie Johnson
Bjarne and Tove Olsen
Mel Soderstrom
Roy and Lois Sundquist

William (Bill) Johnson
Bruce and Delora Douglas
Doug and Mary Johnson
Kent and Joyce Johnson
Randy and Laurie Quanstrom
West Bureau, Inc.

Gunner and Thelma Klockars
Bruce and Diane Klockars

Eleanor Lindfors
Sharon Bullis

Rev. William E. Lundberg
Janet Lundberg
Ray and Janette Warren

Carole Magnuson
LeRoy and Marge Johnson

Mr. and Mrs. Mather
Brett and Jennifer Secola

Jeanne Matsukis
Philip and Martha Hodgkinson

Jerry Matsukis
Peter Matsukis

Paul G. Nilsen
Ted and Marcia Ecker
LeRoy and Marge Johnson

Kenneth Pearson
Deborah and Andy Rebeer

Jack Person
Jo Anne Person and Family
In tough times, friends step up to help. We say, ‘Thank you!’

Our hearts overflow with gratitude for the many generous friends who have supported Harbor Point Ministries, Covenant Harbor Bible Camp and Covenant Point Bible Camp during this most challenging, unprecedented season. We simply could not sustain ministry without you! Your gifts truly help us meet current operational challenges and deeply encourage us. As our broad community of friends who loves camp ministry comes together, we share this list as an expression of our gratitude and an opportunity for all of us to honor God’s provision. Gifts are recognized here through Aug. 15, 2020. Thank you for being part of our camping ministry family!

### A - E

Anonymous Friends  
Gia Abata  
Jason Accola and Amy Hoffmann  
Chuck and Nancy Adair  
Matthew and Jennifer Adams  
Luke and Beth Adas  
Christopher and Meghan Aday  
Dave and Ginny Ahearn  
Mike and Cheryl Aird  
Chad and Christine Allen  
Erik and Amy Almer  
Pierre-Paul and Amy Amegasse  
Byron and Judy Amundsen  
Anchor Covenant Church, Lake Geneva, WI  
Aaron and Roxanna Anderson  
David and Darilynn Anderson  
Don and Penny Anderson  
Eric and Cherith Anderson  
Erik and Margaret Anderson  
Jed and Alicia Anderson  
John and Sheila Anderson  
Larry and Diann Anderson  
Marguerite Anderson  
Tom and Barb Anderson  
Joshua and Jennifer Anderson  
Dean and Jenna Antczak  
Tyrone and Farrah Aper  
Scott and Lisa Applequist  
Jason and Hannah Arkens  
Allen and Laura Ashley  
Wayne and Carolyn Augenstien  
Brad and Sarah Augustson  
Carl and Kelli Augustson  
David and Lois Auker  
Seth and Marit Awes  
Gregory and Paula Bachman  
Donna Badame  
Chris and Andrea Baer  
Diane and Bob Baltscheit  
Austin and Sarah Bancroft  
Gregg and Kathryn Band  
Jason and Julie Barber  
Scott and Courtney Barenbrugge  
Jed and Anne Bassett  
Batavia, IL, Covenant Church  
Al and Lori Bautch  
Craig and Megan Baxa  
Marc and Rachel Beard  
Chris and Twyla Becker  
Mark Beckstrom  
Dan and Lisa Benassi  
Jason and Denise Benbrook  
Debbie Bengston  
Bruce and Wendy Benkley  
Bruce and Jennifer Bennett  
Michael Bennett and Kirsten Anderson  
Brent and Alyx Benson  
David and Darlene Benton  
Carol Berchenbitter  
Dan and Megan Bergin  
Jim and Karen Bergstrom  
Jon and Amanda Bergstrom  
Kevin and Rachel Bergstrom  
David and Catherine Berndt  
Scott and Heidi Bernover  
Denise Bernstein  
Jason and Debby Bernstiel  
Kristian Bestold  
Bethesda Evangelical Covenant Church, Rockford, IL  
Bethlehem Covenant Church, Stephenson, MI  
Beverly Evangelical Covenant Church, Chicago, IL  
Brian and Amy Bickner  
Kevin and Marcia Bickner  
Jeremy and Jennifer Blerly  
Chris and Andrea Bilotti  
Benjamin and Mindi Biscoglia  
Scott and Rebecca Bitting  
Alan and Janice Bjorkman  
Glenn and Dolores Bjorkman  
Mary Ellen Bjorkman  
The Bjorkman Foundation  
Barbara Blackburn  
Randi and Julie Bladel  
Michael and Meg Blake  
Tony and Vanessa Blasco  
John and Louise Blomgren  
Tom and Dawn Blomgren  
Eric and Colleen Bluhm  
Steve and Sue Bob  
Aaron and Gretchen Bobroff  
Jason and Sarah Bogaczyk  
Derek and Jessica Boggs  
Ann Bolognani  
Douglas and Katherine Bolton  
Joe and Robin Bothe  
Jeff and Erin Bottcher  
Brian and Karen Bowen  
Craig and Stephanie Bowron  
Nancy Bowron  
Jake and Renae Bradley  
Mark and Krista Brady  
Kristine Brandel and Don Tanis  
Jeremy and Molly Brankin  
Heidi Bray  
Linda Brimm  
Broadway Covenant Church, Rockford, IL  
Chuck and Chris Brobst  
Bob and Lisa Brock  
Robert and Carrie Brondyke  
James and Jennifer Brooks  
Jim and Ramona Bronson  
Steve and Carolyn Brown  
Curtis and Sheri Brown  
David and Karyl Brown  
Errol and Kari Brown  
Jeff and Laura Brown  
Michael and Darlene Brown  
Stuart Brown  
Martin and Jessica Brunback  
Sam and Karen Brunk  
Michael and Ana Bruseth  
Paul and Kathy Brush  
Eric and Sonja Bruxvoort  
Chuck and Shirley Buchwetz  
John and Marie Bucklar  
Sven and Cristina Buelow  
Liripa and Sarah Buki  
Kari Bukowski  
Rob and Tiffany Bukowski  
Andy and Leslie Bulluck  
Steve and Marti Burger  
Keith and Amy Cable  
Christopher and Kathleen Cabral  
Gene and Kelly Cahill  
Joseph and Susan Cahill  
Sue Caldwell  
Kathy Campain  
Jason and Jenna Camps  
David and Melissa Capizzi  
George Carbray

### Honor and Memorial Gifts

*continued from page 6*

Jeanne Person  
Marjorie Johnson  
Doug and John Persson  
Rob and Julie Ferrino  
Arnold (Arnie) Rodstrom  
Craig and Joan Hanson  
Elizabeth Rolander  
Marcia McGregor  
Dee Ann Schuler  
Sharon Bullis  
Neil Sheldon  
John Sheldon  
Beverly (Bev) Swanson  
Edward Eckstrom  
Grant and Beverly Erickson  
Dick and Elvada Johnson  
LeRoy and Marge Johnson  
Matthew and Hannah Lash  
Daniel and Hannah Meyers  
Doris Mosser  
Bruce and Julie Munson  
Benjamin Sabal  
Brian Sabal  
Christine Sabal  
Megan Sabal  
Armour Swanson  
Bethany Swanson  
Crag and Laura Swanson  
Greta Swanson  
Kelli Swanson  
Shannon Swanson and Bryan Wess  
Charles (Chuck) Walles  
Darlene Walles  
Dawson Ruth Audrey Wheeler  
Jane Fraiser  
F. Wilbur and E. Kathryn Gustafson  
Donald G. Nickel

*We acknowledge these friends who are now at home with the Lord.*

### ESTATE GIFTS

We celebrate the memory of the following friends, whose estates and/or trusts included gifts to advance the ministries of Harbor Point Ministries, Covenant Harbor and Covenant Point.

Dorothy L. Balch  
Bendt Bladel  
Zerda Boland  
Alfred and Eleanor Erickson

Spending time at camp this summer was life-giving. It was different, but we left with full hearts.”

A GRATEFUL PARENT
It was a joy to introduce a new generation, our grandkids, to Hagerman Lake this summer.”

Scott and Cheryl Dillner
Peter and Sara Dinges
John and Marilyn Dinkel
Bill and Laura Dodd
Brian and Jen Dodson
Christopher and Kimberly Doherty
Edward and Sherry Donovan
Kristero and Tyanne Dosh
Steven and Kathy Dosh
Matthew and Erin Doubleday
Mike and Mary Doucette
Jim and Kristen Dowd
Don and Amy Draudt
John and Leigh Ann Dreys
Kent and Jean Drews
Neal and Terra Driscoll
Jeff and Stacey Duchrow
Patrick and Kelly Dudle
Brian and Chris Dugan
Cory and Christy Dunick
David and Jan Dwight
Mike and Erika Dyer
David and Sandy Dyksa
Benj and Marit Ecker
Ted and Marcia Ecker
Jon and Carolyn Eckert
Edgebrook Evangelical Covenant Church, Chicago, IL
James and Judy Edstrom
Jim and Rachel Edwards
Greg Effler
John and Jan Eggum
Brian and Annie Egler
Mike and Christine Eichhoff
Diana Eigenbauer
Linaea Ek
Tom and Cheryl Ek
Susan Zick Eklund
Dennis Eldert
Elm Covenant Church, Moline, IL
Jonathan and Hannah Elliott
Miranda Ellis
Heidi Elmer
Sally Elvert
Donn and Sally Engebrsten
Brent and Susie Engwall
Epaphroditus Foundation
Alan and Jill Erickson
Bobbie and Vi Erickson
Charli and Cindy Erickson
David and Judy Erickson
Don and Amy Erickson
Grant and Bev Erickson
James and Shirley Erickson
Janice Erickson
Pete and Carol Erickson
Ray and Carol Erickson
Patrick and Veronique Escalante
Gilberto and Stephanie Espinoza
Joel and Wendy Eurch
Evangelical Covenant Church, Belvidere, IL
Evangelical Covenant Church, Hinsdale, IL
Evangelical Covenant Church, Milwaukee, WI
Evangelical Covenant Church, Norway, MI
Jillian Evans
Mike and Bridget Evans
Kevin and Jennifer Evenhouse

Eric and Soraya Faber
Faith Evangelical Covenant Church, Wheaton, IL
Kara Faris
Pat and Karen Farmer
Steve and Jodi Farmer
Patrick and Gloria Farrey
Bill and Corky Fassel
Jay and Kelley Fast
Bill Faude and Julie Michaelson
Christopher Faust and Meghan O’Brien
Kyle and Jenny Featherstone
Matthew and Michele Fenske
Christine Ferdinand
Glenn and Susan Ferrell
John and Maureen Ferrick
Eleanor Fiedler
Mike and Anne Field
Elizabeth Figueres
Cheryl Finke
First Covenant Church, Iron Mountain, MI
First Covenant Church, Moline, IL
First Covenant Church, Moline, IL, Covenant Women
First Evangelical Covenant Church, Rockford, IL
Shawn Flaherty
Tom and Jaclyne Fohr
Brian and Rebecca Folan
Mick and Jennifer Fornaro
Abby Foskuhl
Greg and Dorothy Foster
Julie Fournier
Robert Fox
Matt and Caitlyn Francis
Mike and Jeannie Francis
Jane Frasier
Joel Frasier
Nathan and Lindsey Frasier
Wally and Wendy Frasier
John and Beth Fredrickson
Konrad and Caterina Frenz
Martin and Robin Frey
Mark and Heather Frieser
Bradley and Caroline Frieswyk
David and Ann-Marie Frisk
Dan and Ann Frost
Thomas and Vanessa Fry
Marc and Melissa Frydrychowicz
Tim and Sylvia Fulk
Jim and Brooke Furmanek
Pamela Gaderlund
Galesburg, IL, Covenant Church
Rick and Jennifer Gallwas
David and Meg Garcia
Brian and Julie Garrett
Ken Gebhardt
Jerry and Nancy Gehlbach
Mark and Ann Gemmel
Fred and Brittany Gerster
Steve and Alaina Gibbons
Anthony and Beth Anne Gillo
Monte and Bev Gillespie
Kate Gilmartin
Tim and Sara Ginal
Kathryn Ginder
Sydney and Betty Giovanco
Glen Ellyn, IL, Evangelical
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Daniel and Sharon Helderle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan and Carmela</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher and Melinda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lyle and Sandy Heinitz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neil and Laura Gowan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grace Covenant Church, Iron River, MI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katrina Grant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly Greenberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ken and Larissa Greenfield</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamie and Kristin Griffin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John and Nicole Griffin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alex and Shannon Gross</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gerry and Deborah Guelbeaut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark and Julie Gurgone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brent Gustafson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janet Gustafson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeff and Heidi Gustafson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wendell and Shirley Gustafson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bojan and Elizabeth Guzina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luke and Ali Halvorsen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carl and Mary Beth Hammer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly Hanrahan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Craig and Joan Hanson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gary and Lois Hanson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ken and Mari Jo Hanson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ed and Kara Haravon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert and Linnie Hardin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bob and Julie Hanney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chad and Stacy Harrison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scott and Monica Hartman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric and Danielle Hartman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danny and Nikki Hartz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Val Hausman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethan and Caitlyn Hausmann</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua and Kirsten Havens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Hawkinson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matt and Carrie Hawkinson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul and Kristin Hawkinson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter and Bonnie Hawkinson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phil and Eve Haycock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeremy and Jennifer Hayes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bob and Katie Hayes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William and Heath Hayes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matt and Amanda Heer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gerry and Lisa Heide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lyle and Sandy Heinritz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher and Melinda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heintz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan and Carmela</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heintzelman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel and Sharon Helderle</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Matthew Helgeland and Cherish Melton
Joshua and Chrissi Helle
Dietrich and Megumi Hemann
Brian and Sheryl Hemker
Elizabeth Herman
Steve and Wendy Hermann
Hugo Herrera and Andrea Backing
Michelle Herrick
Joshua and Rachel Hickok
Cliff and Amy Hieronymus
Dieter and Karin Hildebrandt
Hillcrest Covenant Church, Dekalb, IL
Heidi Hines
Dan and Natalie Hinz
Steven and Jacelyn Hipp
Steve and Kim Hirn
Doug and Cynthia Hiskes
Dan and Aina Hitchcock
Beth Hjelm
Tim and Barb Hjelm
Abby Hodgkinson
Amy Hodgkinson
Phil and Martha Hodgkinson
Norman Hosington
Brendt and Miho Holden
Jason and Kerry Hollar
Stan and Ruth Holme
Mark and Lori Holmertz
Ryan and Karen Holt
Dale and Jeanine Holte
John and Gina Holton
Jeremy and Lori Hooten
Hope Church, Crystal Lake, IL
Nathan and Tonya Hoselton
Scott and Kelly Howard
Bill and Jill Huber
Jack and Vel Hudson
Philip and Brianne Hueber
Deen and Karen Hulstedt
Hummel Construction, LLC
Ryan and Megan Hunt
Brent Huse
Dwight and Karen Huse
Beth Ann Sutherland Hutson
Greg and Jill Idrizow
Craig and Jennifer Ikens
Fred and Lori Ingles
Jason and Deborah Inma
Integrated Facilities Solutions, Inc.
Alexis Jacks
Bob and Lynette Jackson
Steve and Angie Jacobs
Abby Jaderholm

Ronald Jaderholm
David and Louise Jaeschke
Trevor and Christy James
Nicole Jankowski
Anthony and Kimberly Jarvis
Hal and Kathleen Jenkins
Tomas and Heidi Jensen
Charles and Margaret Jessopp
Caleb and Kerry Jewell
John and Tammy Johnkoski
Travis and Amy Johns
Anders and Samantha Johnson
Armour Johnson
Brandon and Rachel Johnson
Bud and Pat Johnson
Cam and Linnea Johnson
Carl and Margaret Johnson
Dane and Britta Johnson
David Johnson
David and Ruth Johnson
Drake and Linda Johnson
Dustin and Johanna Johnson
J. Randall and Judith Johnson
Jackie Johnson
Jan Johnson
Jeff and Anna Johnson
Jeff and Kira Johnson
Jess and Rebecca Johnson
Jim and Lorra Johnson
Judy Johnson
Julie and Peter Johnson
Justin and Sarah Johnson
Kent and Joyce Johnson
LeRoy and Marge Johnson
Matt and Elsa Johnson
Mike and Katrina Johnson
Neal and Kari Johnson
Rob and Nika Johnson
Roger Johnson and Judy Elmer
Steve and Jane Johnson
Tom and Andrea Johnson
Ward and Leann Johnson
Frank and Laura Jops
Quintin Jordan and Karrlishia Evans
Anne Jorgensen
Ed and Jennifer Joseph
Daniel Juezar and Robin
Rosenbaum
John and Joyce Juergens
Larry Juricic and Valerie Nicola

Jacob and Christina Kitchel
Rodney and Valerie Kjell
Edward and Dianne Klem
Bob and Jane Klockers
Bruce and Diane Klockers
Rick and Betsy Kloepell
James and Jackie Knasel
Hannah Kneen
Luke and Kat Knots
Matt and Janelle Knutson
Eric and Kristin Kohn
Jon and Heather Kolar
Mark and Stephanie Konieczka
Ken and Lynn Koop
Robert and Linda Kopisch
Rachel Kovacic
Gary and Linda Kozak
Jon and Jamie Kratowicz
Steven and Laura Kruse
John and Melissa Kud
Matthew and Janet Kurinsky
Mark and Amy Kwilosz
Bruce La Reau
Gail Lagman and Michael Dalton
Brian and Angie Lally
Eamonn and Geraldine Lally
Ryan and Julie LaMay
Kevin and JoAnne Lamp
Kent and Lisa Landin
Michael and Melissa Langer
Ray and Laura Lanz
Larry and Sue Larkin
Chris and Melissa Larson
Chrisy Larson, Kristin and Rhys
Jinny Larson
Mark and Lisa Larson
Rodney Larson
Zoe Larson and Family
William and Roxanna Lauderdale
Diana Law
Brian and Kelly Lawrence
Justin and Joy-Elizabeth Lawrence
Bruce and Carol Lawson
Henry and Kirsten Lawson
Matthew and Ashley Laxton
Max and Alanna Lazarowich
Gloria Leetz
Mike and Karen LeMaistre
Mike and Carissa Letsch
Mike and Alisa Leyden
Libertyville, IL, Covenant Church
Jason and Lisa Lichtman
Jason and Kathryn Lind
Jonathan and Jill Lind
Dave and Betty Lindahl
John and Kari Lindahl
Mark and Carolyn Lindahl
 Wes and Deb Lindahl
Ruth Lindstrom
Ed and Sylvia Lindwall
Steve and Nicole Linhardt
Moira Lisowski
Brian and Abigial Little
James and Margaret Locascio
Richard Longnecker and Megan McNerney
Jason and Maureen Lontoc
Ray and Courtney Lorentz
Al and Wendy Louria
James and Valerie Lucas
Wayne and Susan Lucas

---

“After four months of quarantine, we needed time away in a Spirit-filled place like Covenant Harbor.”

---

**K-O**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kirsten Kaad</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aaron and Melissa Kaat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George and Lynn Kafka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Kaminski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lucas and Laurren Karr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joel and Lynn Kaslewicz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nick and April Katsafanas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark and Marsha Keefer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John and Nicole Keenan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas and Danielle Keenan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dennis and Erin Kellar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patricia Kempen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LeeAnn Kenny</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frank and Emily Kerous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David and Laura King</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matt and Michelle Kinney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Kirch Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Kisluk Family</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**HARBOR POINT 2020**
Ernie and Renee Luczkowski
Karen Luebbers
Anna Lund
Jim and Ann Lund
Roger and Cathy Lundstrom
Russell and Donna Lundstrom
Sean and Stephanie Lutz
Terry and Jennifer Lynch
Greg and Karalin Lyons
Jeffrey and Alexandria Macias
Stephen and Christine Magana
James and Jennifer Magnelli
Kendall Magnuson and Stephanie Nelson
Lisa Magnuson
Mark and Eileen Magnuson
Chris and Lisa Malek
John and Dena Malikowski
Joe Manier
Emma Manning
Tim and Kerri Manning
Marianne Mannisto
Anthony and Robin Marchildon
Chris Marinelli and Katherine Straka
David and Kristin Marsden
Ray and Laura Martz
Steve Martich
Jon and Andrea Martin
Lionel and Stacey Martinez
Payton Martinez
Megan and Colin Marty
Rick and Kristin Massa
Lee and Lara Matricia
Gregory and Katherine Mayyou
Mike and Heather McCarthy
Rich and Polly McClellan
Chris and Katie McConnell
David and Sarah Mcconnell
Kevin and Kristen McCullough
Doug and Marti McDowell
Andy and Holly McGregor
Jennifer M. McGregor
Lori McNerney
Matthew and Nancy McKew
Chris and Kim McKnight
Thomas and Molly McNally
Timothy and Aimee McVady
Jim and Magi McVey
Gladstone and Lynn Mecher
Kyle and Jenny Mecher
Eugenio and Gina Megna
Howard and Camilla Meloch
Steven and Lisa Mend
Daniel and Hannah Meyers
Mark and Lindsey Meyers
Mike and Jennifer Meyers
Steve and Mary Jo Meyers
Mark and Sandra Micek
Darrell and Lynn Middleton
Wm Heath and Jennifer Mielke
Anthony and Kristen Milani
Bill and Erika Milbratz
Daniel and Alison Miles
Drew and Marta Millard
Brian and Gretchen Miller
David and Jennifer Miller
Greg and Meghan Miller
Lydia Miller
Mark and Elena Miller
Pieter and Lisa Miller
Sam and Brandi Miller
Tom and Laura Miller
Alex and Mary Milovic
Brian and Marcy Minix
Peter Minix
Gabe and Julie Misarti
Peter and Jennifer Mishos
James and Sherry Moawad
Bob Moberly
Jeff and Constance Mockaitis
Dana Moline
Jennifer Morgan
Lisa Morrissett
Erik and Jamie Morsehead
Dave and Dawn Mueller
Mel and Arline Mueller
Jeff and Renee Mulder
Nicholas and Jennifer Murdock
John Murray and Joan Bjorkman-Murray
Neale and Marilyn Murray
Mike and Cortney Mycroft
Jeremy and Rachelle Nafziger
Naperville, IL, Evangelical Covenant Church
Mahesh and Amy Narayan
Chris and Colleen Narbone
Ken and Colleen Nash
Brett and Kris Nelson
Chris and Sharon Nelson
Greg and Pam Nelson
Jeff and Susan Nelson
John and Suzy Nelson
Kevin and Taryn Nelson
LeRoy and Eloise Nelson
Petel and Melissa Nelson
Robert and Jeanette Nelson
Sara Nelson
Tom and Beth Nelson
Tyler and Siobhan Nelson
Ron and Ingrid Newlin
Son Ngo and Thien Nguyen
Daniel and Shana Nicholas
Trevor and Renee Nicholas
Mike and Nancy Nicholson
John Nieckowski
Lauri Niedermaier
Mary Nilsen
Stuart and JoAnn Nishimoto
Terri Njaa
Joshua and Sara Nodurf
William and Elizabeth Nordby
Nathan and Barbara Nordlund
Sara Norgle
Peter and Tina Norland
Darlene Norman
Doug and June Norman
North Park Covenant Church, Chicago, IL
Northbrook, IL, Evangelical Covenant Church
Northwest Covenant Church, Mt. Prospect, IL
Jean-Manuel Notthias and Samantha Spencer
Nick and Amy Nottestad
Kerry Nowicki
Drayson and Birgitte Nowlan
Brad and Krista Nunemaker
Anders Nyberg
Paul and Megan Nyberg
David and Amy Nyquist
John and Catherine O’Brien
Jim and Girlee O’Donoghue
Martin and Deborah O’Donovan
Mike and Melissa O’Hara
Brendan and Christine O’Laughlin
Chris Oberholtzer and Susan Crawford
Christina Ochs
Jeffrey and Jennifer Oitker
Kevin and Sheryl Oleniczak
David and Andrea Oliver
Jeremy and Jennifer Olsen
Joshua Paul Olsen
Bob and Betty Olson
Chris and Abbie Olson
Chuck and Jan Olson
Don and Kay Olson
Ingrid Olson
Joyce Olson
Roy and Beth Olson
Bob and Amy Orr
David and Deborah Orr
Adam and Nicole Ortega
David and Joyce Oseland
Mary Ellen Ostrom
Rob and Sarah Otto
Ryan and Alison Overtoom
P - T
John and Kiley Padron
Michael and Rebecca Pagan
Kent and Bonnie Palmquist
Ryan and Niki Papak
Tom and Lisa Pappageorge
Tyler and Holly Pappas
Joe and Sulliana Parker
Maribeth Patke
Eleanor Paulson
Joseph and Michele Pavalon
Betty Pearson
Chris and Alison Pearson
Pete and Lynn Pearson
Doug and Jen Peckenpaugh
Sue Pecotte
James and Jennifer Peltier
Gordon and Karen Person
Harry and Grace Persson
John and Jill Peters
Steve and Lesley Petersen
Christine Peterson
Erwin and Carol Peterson
Jason and Kimberly Peterson
Paul and Sharon Peterson
Todd and Matthew Peterson
Chantal and Luke Petheridge
Brett and Jean Petrick
Jackie Petts
Mark and Melissa Pignotti
Daryl and Jeni Pinter
Joel and Libby Piotrowski
Dan Podsetsky and Yvonne Yuen
Matthew and Kori Podszus
Chris and Melissa Poindexeter
Patrick and Amanda Pope
Ray and Tana Porath
Eugene and Sylvia Posey
Brian and Ann Potter
Charles and Alisha Potter
Doug and Kristie Powell
Robert and Lauren Prichard
Carol Prins
John and Kimberly Ptak
Mark and Beth Purtell
Scott and Megan Puze
Megan Quayle
Nick and Nicole Quil
Dan and Wendy Radakovich
Bruce and Kim Radke
Covenants and Amanda Rafferty
Glen and Terry Ragon
Pet and Carol Raines
Susie Raines
Andrew and Bonnie Rajchel
Marc and Jean Ralston
Kevin and Laura Rankin
Dick Rasane and Paula Swanson
Rasane
Ravenswood Evangelical Covenant Church, Chicago IL
Reneedeer Evangelical Covenant Church, Beloit, WI
Jim Reed and Kris Kassien
Andrew and Julie Reese-Clauson
Kolton Reeveerts
Emily Regnas
Dan and Linda Reich
Gian and Amy Ricco
Warren and Jackie Rickert
Michael and Kerri Riddle
Chico and Deb Rieck
Jason and Michelle Rieck
Dave and Tammy Rill
Richard and Caryl Ring
Brian Riordan and Ellen Goldrick
Laurie Olson Rizzo
Lance and Karla Robinson
Timothy and Hope Rodine
Chapin and Camille Rose
Dave and Heather Rose
Jack and Chris Rosell
Tyler and Olivia Rosell
Frankie Roskam
Peter and Elizabeth Roskam
Scott Ross and Kenisha Lindsay-Ross
Dave and Katie Roth
Mike and Cori Rothgery
Michael and Brooke Rummelhoff
Paul and Megan Rummelhoff
Shane and Alison Rundall
Ward and Patricia Russell
Jason and Angie Russo

Covenant Harbor gave us time and space to refresh and renew.”
Sal and Jennifer Russotiesi
James Ryan and Julie Hextell
Jason and Suzanne Ryan
Michael and Natalie Ryan
Dawson Rybicki
Jackie Safford
Mark Safstrom
Denise Salazar
TJ and Leanne Salerno
Bill and Susan Sallas
Mike and Peggy Salvino
Brett and Michelle Sanchez
Mickey and Michelle Sanchez
Steve and Suzie Sands
Lyle and Stephanie Satre
Greg and Nicole Savarese
Jerry and Linda Sawyer
Curt and Rhonda Schallier
Peter and Denise Schielsmann
Doug and Kim Schiller
Walt and Kathryn Schiller
Michael and Angela Schindler
David and Melissa Schmidt
Edward and Valerie Schmitt
David and Angela Schnobel
John and Audra Schoditsch
Aaron and Jennifer Schoenherr
Douglas and Genevieve Schubert
Fred and Denise Schubkegel
Christian and Paula Schuetz
Jack and Sara Schultz
Precious Schultz
Jim and Laurie Schwalb
Steve and Kim Schweitzer
Colin and Lindsey Scott
George and Gina Scott
Nicole Scott
Sid and Shirley Scott
Brian and Karin Scruggs
Carrie Seanor
Brett and Jennifer Secola
Jeff and Kristin Semmerling
Neal and Rhonda Shah
Kay Shannon
The Shaw Family
John and Alyssa Shaw
John and Janice Sheldon
Scott and Patricia Shepherd
Wayne and Teri Sherwood
Michael and Colleen Shinner
Kezia Shirley
Jeff and Sue Shupe
Demitri and Charlotte Sibbing
Claude and Gretchen Siders
Laurie Sievert
Chad and Kristin Siewert
Patrick and Miranda Skonie
Ron and Denise Skow
David and Linda Sladkey
Lawrence and Mary Slight
Tyler and Rena Slowick
Matt and Nessa Slowinski
Larry and Linda Small
Marel Smietana
Andy and Stacy Smith
David and Carol Smith
John and Lynda Smith
Mike and Caroline Smith
Tammy Smith
Tony and Elizabeth Smolich
John and Debby Snow
Sarah Snow
Mel Soderstrom
Tory and Monica Sodikoff
Tory and Alexandra Solheim
Ryan and Dana Sorensen
Jim and Amy Sostak
Kevin and Laura Souers
Dean and Abby Soule
Vince and Kristin Spalo
Eric and Bonnie Sparrman
Larry and Karen Spencer
Larry and Kathryn Spencer
Timothy Sperduto and Kelly Lyons
Paula St. Louis
Matt and Kristen Stambrorski
Scott and Jennifer Stanczak
Mike and Carrie Stangl
Howard and Karrie Stanley
Michael and Elizabeth Stanley
John and Natalie Stanzi
Van and Stephanie Stapleton
Dave and Kristin Starr
Phil and Kerry Staurseth
Frank and Betsy Stiegbaumer
Kimberly Steiner
Apyr Steinmetz
Matt and Sam Stenson
Jenny Stevens
John and Melissa Stobierski
Justin and Jenna Stoia
Matt and Peri Stone-Palmquist
Jim and Carol Strickland
Dan and Jan Strom
Erik and Courtney Strom
Lars and Katie Stromberg
Brad and Jessica Strouss
Bryan and Jodi Stuart
Brian and Kathy Stubenberg
Richard Suarez and Mandy Hjelm
Sean and Barb Sullivan
Eric and Dana Sundquist
Ned Sutherland
Armour Swanson
Brian and Britta Swanson
Doug and Kristi Swanson
Elise Swanson
Mandy and Justin Swanson
Petie and Ronnie Swanson
Ulrika Swanson
Wes and Carolyn Swanson
Jeff and Stephanie Swenski
Keith and Amy Swenson
Symphony Bay
Keith and Carol Taifoya
Michael and Megan Tamte
Catherine Tank
Ken and Christina Tassone
Ron and Gail Taulu
James and Brigid Taylor
Peter and Pamela Taylor
Tim and Emily Taylor
Marc and Annette Teer
Kathryn Telfer
Luke and Jill Tenery
Bob and Judy Tenglin
Erik and Gina Tenglin
Candi Tepke
Howard Thall
Daniel and Lisa Thomas
Patrick Thomas and Caryn Schnierle
Tyler and Hailee Thomas
Bruce and Merileen Thorson
Grant and Leah Ticknor
Taylor Tinney and Anne Bisso
Tiffany Toepper
Richard and Mary Tompson
Michael and Sarah Toohey
Edgar and Jocelyn Torres
Peter and Laura Tortorello
Jeffrey and Brandi Torvinen
Kirk and Deb Towndern
Kirsten Towndern
Clinton and Deanna Trapp
Paul and Mary Ann Travers
Paul and Lindley Traynor
Scott and Theres Trenhaile
Trinity Evangelical Covenant Church, Oak Lawn, IL
Kendall Trinter
Scott and Megan Trinter
Giffin and Shannon Trotter
Andy and Kim Tryan
Robert and Melissa Turcott
Eric Turner
Aaron and Katy Tylinski

Michael Uhran and Kathleen O’Connor
Ulla and Bertil Brunk Foundation
United Evangelical Covenant Church, Gladstone, MI
United Evangelical Covenant Church, Gladstone, MI
Covenant Women
Chris and Jessica Valdez
Dan and Kate Van Prooyen
Walter and Judy Vanbenthuyzen
Sandi Vander Kooi
Jeremy and Kathy Vanek
David and Jill VanHimbergen
Joe and Lisa VanWagner
Mike and Jill Vaupell
Sam and Kelly Vetter
Stuart and Wendy Vieth
Nick and Erin Vitellaro
Robert and Ashley Vonah
Jonathan and Allison Voss
Jeremy and Jacqueline Wagner
Anthony Wainaina Njuguna and Edwina Wanjiru
Michael and Heidi Walczak
Michael and Diana Waldron
Ann Walker
Fredrik and Melissa Wall
Larry and Connie Wall
Michael and Alma Wall
Bryan and Jenny Wallace
Tab and Jennifer Wallen
John and Joan Wallgren
Lorine Walters
Brian and Maria Ward
Ray and Janette Warren
Dean and Andrea Washington
Michael and Jennifer Waters
Matthew Weaver and Jenny McCue
Eric and Jenni Weber
Marcus and Susanne Weber
Tom and Ursula Wegrynnowicz
Matthew and Kristie Welke
Jason and Jennifer Wenberg
Kris and Laura Werling
Brian and Shari Wery
David and Amy Wessel
Norman and Mary Wessel
Jon and Erin Wessling
Max and Deborah West
Emanuel and Kendra Wheeler
Edward Whetter and Connie DeBlasio
Andrew and Andrea White
Eric and Alissa Wiedelmann
Chris and Laura Wieloch
Lee and Ruth Wiggins
David and Carrie Willard
Ed and Karleen Williams
Marlene Williams
Thomas and Susan Williams
Joel Williamson and Julie Pace-Williamson
Bernie and Esther Windmiller
Winnetka Evangelical Covenant Church, Wilmette, IL
AI and Kim Winstead
Paul and Kristine Witt
Chris and Carol Wittemann
Sarah Wood
Mike and Rachel Wooster
Barb Wright
Craig and Linda Wright
Tom and Wendy Wright
Thomas and Carolyn Wyness
Michael and Susan Yadgar
Scott Yanikowitz and Mura Kelly
Jim and Maren York
Roger and Sarah Young
Owen and Linda Youngman
Brian and Maria Zahasky
Tom and Anna Zak
Albert and Kristin Zambrato
Dillon Zeilinski-Sauter and Erika Sauter
Michael and Amy Zeman
Paul Ziegler
Kevin and Liza Zimmerman
Zion Covenant Church, Sheboygan, WI
The Zock Family
Krzysztof and Mariola Zgumant
Eric and Samantha Zylstra
†We acknowledge these friends who are now at home with the Lord.
**Going on at Camp**

**Covenant Harbor**

**believe.love.serve Volunteer Day** – Oct. 17
Help get camp’s grounds and buildings ready for winter.

**Family Overnight Stays** – This fall, come with your family and find a home away from home. Choose from many lodging options.

**After School Adventure Activities** – Tuesdays and Thursdays from 3:45-5 p.m. See the schedule for weekly activities. Parents attend with children.

**Individual Work Spaces** – Bring your office or classroom to camp! Spaces are available from 8:30 a.m.-5 p.m. daily, with WiFi.

**Covenant Point**

**Silent Directed Retreat** – Sept. 25-27
Step away from your busy life and listen to God’s voice. The second of two retreats this fall, this weekend offers spiritual renewal and rest.

**Family Getaway** – Oct. 1-4
**Family Getaway** – Oct. 8-11
Open to all families and individuals, Family Getaways offer an opportunity to make your own adventure, growing closer to Christ together.

**Lodge Rental** - Come and experience autumn in the Upper Peninsula. WiFi, work spaces and some kitchen options are available.

**Covenant Harbor and Covenant Point**
are looking forward with caution to winter programs. To see dates and current plans for winter retreats and camps, please visit covenantharbor.org and cpbc.com.

Changing circumstances may result in changes to capacity, program, dates or cancellations.

**How you bless us!**

As the impact of the pandemic wears on, camp ministry continues to need the support of our broad camp family. We are deeply grateful for every gift. Each one is truly helpful and reminds us of God’s provision and care. We welcome and appreciate your continued support of Harbor Point Ministries, Covenant Harbor and Covenant Point.

Please see the information below to make a gift by mail or online. Please contact each organization for information about making a gift of stock, via wire or through a qualified charitable distribution (IRA), donor-advised fund or planned gift.

The Harbor Point Camping News is published annually by Harbor Point Ministries, the organization that connects Covenant Harbor and Covenant Point to each other and their owner churches. To learn more or to change your mailing information, email Beth Fredrickson at bfredrickson@harborpointministries.org.

centralconf.org/supportcamp  ■  covenantharbor.org  ■  cpbc.com